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Abstract
Today’s business and data analysts are often working blind. They lack visibility into the datasets that 
exist, the contents of those datasets, and the quality and usefulness of each. As a result, they spend too 
much time finding data, understanding data, and recreating datasets that already exist. In the 
worst-case scenario, they work with inadequate and poorly understood datasets and produce 
inadequate and incorrect analysis.

The value and benefits of data cataloging are often described as the ability for analysts to find the data 
that they need quickly and efficiently. Without cataloging, it is said, analysts spend 80% of their time 
finding and preparing data and only 20% obtaining insights. The data catalog reverses this to 20% 
preparation and 80% analysis.

This paper illustrates the impact of data catalogs for self-service data analysis. It contrasts analysis 
processes with and without a data catalog, using a scenario-based framework to illustrate the 
processes, activities, and timelines of analysis with each approach. 

This Waterline Data product profile is a companion to an Eckerson Group report, The Ultimate Guide to 
Data Catalogs (April 2018).

The Challenge of Self-Service Analytics

Self-service data analysis and reporting has been adopted with great enthusiasm by organizations 
throughout the world. Business-friendly, code-free data analysis and visualization tools such as Domo, 
Qlik, and Tableau have rapidly become mainstream and in many cases have replaced Excel as the 
preferred way for line-of-business information workers to work with data. Business people want and 
need faster analytics than is practical with an IT-centric approach. The demand for analytics has grown 
and typical IT departments simply can’t keep up with demand. But the drivers of self-service go well 
beyond speed of delivery to include adaptability, affordability, and autonomy. 

Self-service analytics tools solved one problem but created another.
Now we need data catalogs and self-service data.

However, in solving one problem, self-service analytics tools created another. The demand shifted from 
self-service analysis to self-service data. Getting data for analysis has become the new challenge. 

https://www.eckerson.com
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Today’s business and data analysts are often working blind. They have no visibility into the datasets that 
exist, or the contents, quality, and usefulness of those datasets. As a result, analysts spend too much 
time finding data, evaluating data, and recreating datasets that already exist. In the worst cases they 
work with inadequate and poorly understood datasets and produce inadequate and incorrect analysis.

Data catalogs solve the problem of self-service data,
making it easy to find the right data quickly.

Data catalogs solve the problem of self-service data. They provide the ability to find the right data 
quickly by searching the inventory of datasets, evaluating and understanding the data, and getting 
access to the best-fit data for each analytics use case.

False start without framing the analysis problem
Frame the problem and identify the data needs
Find needed data
Get access authorization for diagnosis data
Settle for less than ideal diagnosis data (a spreadsheet)
Understand and prepare the data
Analyze, visualize, and report

Week 1

Weeks 2 –4

Week 5
Week 6

A Data Analysis Example

To illustrate the power of data catalogs we’ll look at an analysis scenario with the same analysis 
performed independently by two different analysts using Tableau. Janet uses Waterline Data’s catalog to 
find the data she needs. Frank has not yet learned about the catalog and still finds data the old, hard 
way.
  
The Scenario
Janet and Frank work as business and data analysts at a managed care organization. Janet works for the 
Director of Nursing and Frank for the Director of Pharmacy. Both have been asked to provide data to their 
respective departments to conduct patient outreach activities. The goal of analysis is to provide the 
information needed to contact patients who have not refilled prescriptions for chronic health conditions 
including diabetes, hypertension, and heart disease. Reaching these patients and encouraging them to 
continue their medication is important in three ways: reducing the disease burden of individuals, 
improving outcome-based quality of care metrics, and preventing unnecessary escalation in cost of 
care.

Frank’s Analysis 
The timeline for Frank’s analysis is:

Deliver results and begin patient outreach after 6-week delay

https://www.eckerson.com
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Frank works in the pharmacy department and has experience analyzing prescription data from the 
legacy data warehouse. Because he is comfortable with this data he begins by collecting data about 
prescriptions that are indicative of chronic conditions—metformin for diabetes, bumetanide for 
hypertension, etc. He figures these medications will give him a quick insight into customers to target for 
the outreach. 

He abandons this approach after more than a day of work when he realizes that it isn’t practical. The list 
of medications numbers more than 150 for hypertension alone. With 16 chronic conditions included in 
the scope of analysis, this is clearly the wrong approach. Identifying patients with chronic conditions by 
looking at prescribed medications is complex with high risk of errors. He determines that diagnosis data 
is a more practical way to identify the patients of interest. 

Frank then decides on a more systematic approach. He needs to step back and fully understand the 
problem so he can identify the data he needs to complete the analysis task. He needs data to:

• Identify patients who are diagnosed with the chronic health conditions in the scope of analysis.
• Determine which medications have been prescribed for each patient.
• Identify patients who have not filled the prescriptions at all.
• Identify patients who have not refilled the prescriptions as expected.

With data needs identified, Frank begins working his network of colleagues to search for data. He calls 
his friend Ryan in Clinical Relations to ask about a list of patients diagnosed with chronic health 
conditions. Ryan doesn’t have anything but thinks his manager, Debra, may have access to diagnostic 
data. Frank emails Debra to ask if she can help. While waiting to hear from Debra he continues to work 
the tribal knowledge network, walking over to IT to talk with Vikram who has helped him in the past. 
Vikram doesn’t work with diagnosis data, but introduces him to Louise who is considered to be the 
subject matter expert for diagnostic data. Louise describes several possible datasets, confusing Frank 
with too many choices, and then informs him that they all contain HIPAA-sensitive data. He needs to 
obtain access authorization before Louise can provide him with any data. Lacking a well-defined process 
to request access, Frank begins the search for a diagnosis data owner or at least a data steward to get the 
ball in motion. Three days later he connects with the data owner, requests access, and is told that he will 
get a decision by the start of the coming week.

Now 10 days into seeking diagnostic data, and having lost time to his false start, Frank is feeling both 
frustration and a sense of urgency. He decides to begin looking for prescription data while waiting for 
access to diagnosis data. He returns to IT, and Vikram tells him how to access a dataset in the data lake. 
Frank transfers a sample of the data to his workstation for evaluation, but is completely baffled when he 
looks at the data. Many of the field names make little sense and the file format is completely confusing. 
He calls Vikram looking for help and is informed that the file format is ORC. Setting aside a somewhat 
cynical thought—“Obtuse Record Collection”—he asks for further explanation. Vikram describes ORC as 

https://www.eckerson.com
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Optimized Row Columnar, which is an efficient way to store and retrieve data in Hive. Vikram 
recommends some resources where Frank can read tips and techniques for working with ORC data. 

The following Monday, Frank receives a response to his request for access to diagnosis data. He can 
access the data only if some of the more sensitive fields that are not essential to his analysis are removed 
or masked. He will need to wait a few days for Louise to build a custom dataset compliant with his access 
constraints. 

With potential to get diagnosis data and prescription data, Frank turns his attention to seeking data that 
will tell him which prescriptions have been filled, when, and how frequently. Unsure how to put a name 
to the data he is seeking, he returns to his friend Ryan. In the course of conversation he describes his 
frustration with having to learn the tricks of ORC data, to which Ryan responds: “Good news! Maybe you 
can skip that step. I found an old spreadsheet from about six months back that contains a lot of 
diagnosis information.” Ryan also informs Frank that he is now looking for pharmaceutical fulfillment 
data. 

To avoid prolonging the story, we’ll skip over the details of Frank’s search for fulfillment data. He 
eventually finds a dataset and is authorized to access it. Working with that dataset, a custom 
prescription dataset from Louise, and Ryan’s spreadsheet he begins the painstaking work of filtering 
diagnoses not in scope of the analysis and matching patient, prescription, and fulfillment data to 
provide a report for outreach processing. 

Frank delivers the analysis results and the organization begins the patient outreach effort six weeks after 
the need is identified. Some patients who should be among those targeted for outreach are likely to be 
missed because an outdated spreadsheet was used as a data source. 

Janet’s Analysis
The timeline for Janet’s analysis is:

Hour 1 – Frame the problem
Hour 2 – Plan the analysis and identify data needs
Hour 3 – Find and evaluate the data, request access to sensitive data
Remainder of day – Wait for access authorization
Explore and understand the data
Prepare the data
Analyze and visualize the data

Day 1

Day 2

Deliver results and begin patient outreach by end of day 2

https://www.eckerson.com
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Janet begins her project by framing the problem and identifying the data that she will need to perform 
the analysis. She decides she should begin by matching prescription data with fulfillment data to 
identify unfilled prescriptions. Then she can filter the set of unfilled prescriptions to remove those not 
associated with chronic health conditions that are in the scope of analysis. She chooses this approach to 
maximize opportunity for reuse in the event that analysis scope changes and the patient outreach effort 
is expanded to include additional health conditions.

Janet uses Waterline’s catalog search to find prescription data among the petabytes of data in the data 
lake. Waterline’s Artificial Intelligence (AI) Engine makes searching easy because it has already 
discovered and tagged all prescription data in the data lake. The catalog returns a short list of datasets 
along with descriptions and profile information. Janet is able to quickly evaluate the datasets, and to 
determine reliability and fit with purpose using curator annotations, crowdsourced knowledge, and user 
ratings and reviews. Some of the data has been tagged as certified and trustworthy. Waterline’s 
automated profiling helps her judge the reliability of non-certified data. Although some of the data is in 
ORC format, Janet doesn’t face the same difficulties as Frank. The AI Engine in the Waterline data catalog 
has automatically replaced obtuse field names with familiar business labels, and the catalog has parsed 
the complex ORC data format to create easily browsed sample data. With the additional user ratings, 
comments, and profile information, Janet quickly and confidently chooses the dataset best suited for 
her analysis.

With confidence in the choice of prescription data, Janet begins to look for related fulfillment data. 
Through search and recommendations Waterline’s catalog quickly guides her to the best choice of data 
from the data lake. 

Next she seeks the diagnosis data that she will use to filter the set of unfilled prescriptions to match only 
those chronic conditions in scope of the analysis. Again, a catalog search gets her quickly to the best-fit 
dataset. She can see, however, that the dataset contains contact information and other data tagged as 
HIPAA-sensitive that she is not authorized to access. Through the catalog she easily finds the data owner 
and sends a request for access. The owner understands that Janice is working on patient outreach and 
has a legitimate need to access patient contact information. With confidence in the strength of 
Waterline’s data governance features, he makes a quick decision and access is authorized the very next 
morning. 

Day 2 begins with Janet acquiring the data, using her data preparation tool of choice to build data 
transformation and blending operations and workflows, and proceeding with the analysis. By end of day 
she has delivered the results and the patient outreach effort can begin. The stakeholders are confident 
that they will reach the right patients (and all of the right patients) knowing that the information is based 
on up-to-date and trusted data.

https://www.eckerson.com
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Janet’s experience is typical of self-service analysis with a data catalog. Figure 2 illustrates the process 
that is fast and efficient, and delivers analysis with confidence.

Figure 1. Self-Service Analysis without a Data Catalog

Figure 1. Self-Service Analysis without a Data Catalog

Speed, Efficiency, and Quality
Data catalogs are an essential part of data management and modern analytics. Self-service data 
analysis without a data catalog is time consuming and error prone. When analysts work without visibility 
into the datasets that exist, the contents of those datasets, and the quality and usefulness of each, they 

A Data Analysis Example

A Contrast of Analysis Processes
Frank’s experience is typical of self-service analysis without a data catalog. Figure 1 illustrates the 
process that is time-consuming and fraught with inefficiency, waste, and rework.

https://www.eckerson.com
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are working blind. And building a data catalog without automation and machine learning can also be 
time consuming and error prone. Remove the blindfold and give your analysts the right tools to perform 
analysis quickly, efficiently, and with confidence. Finding datasets quickly saves time, saves money, and 
increases your capacity for more analysis and more insights. Finding the right datasets and not settling 
for “good enough” enhances quality of analysis and reduces the business risks inherent in flawed 
analysis.

Need help with your business analytics or data management and governance strategy?
Want to learn about the latest business analytics and big data tools and trends?

Check out Eckerson Group research and consulting services. 
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